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Introduction

✗ Quantum Field Theory
Surprises: Renormalization, Spontaneous Symmetry 
Breaking, Anomalies 

Lessons: Gauge invariance as guiding principle

✗ Theories of Extended Objects
From Dirac, Nambu, Susskind, Nielsen, 1960´s and 1970´s 
to Superstring Theory

✗ Quantum Gravity
Perturbative vs. Non perturbative, background dependent 
vs. background independent



Chern-Simons Gravity
✔ Background independent gauge theories for space-time 

groups and supergroups
✔ CS gravity in 2+1 equivalent to GR (Van Nieuwenhuizen, 

Achúcarro & Townsend, Witten,...). Formulation as a gauge 
theory makes quantization possible. BTZ black hole 
solutions.

✔ In higher odd dimensions CS gravity has a rich dynamical 
structure including black hole solutions (Chamsedine, 
Bañados, Bunster, Troncoso, Zanelli,...).

✔ Under certain conditions there exist dimensional reduction 
procedures leading to extensions of 4D GR.









From Heterotic to Chern-Simons branes
✗ Heterotic branes: coupling of extended objects to gauge 

fields in a standard supergravity backgound (Dixon, Duff & 
Sezgin 1992), generalization of Heterotic Strings to higher  
(even) space-time dimensions.

✗ M. Green on the relationship between Green-Schwarz 
Superstring action and Chern Simons action. 

✗ Problem: construction of actions for extended objects for CS 
gravity and supergravity. 



















Transgressions and CS gravity

Boundary terms for every odd dimension providing a 
built in regularization that give (Olea, Troncoso, Zanelli, PM):

✔ Finite Noether conserved charges
✔ Finite black hole thermodynamics  
✔ Well defined action principle
✔ The boundary term provided by Transgressions is “portable” 

to odd dimensional AdS gravity, with a suitable constant 
coefficient, doing the same regularizing job there.



Green-Schwarz Action and 
Chern-Simons Branes

Conjecture:
✗ The kinetic term of the Green-Schwarz action can be 

obtained from the transgression action boundary term, with 
the right relative coefficient

✗ Kappa symmetry is just what is left of gauge 
suspersymmetry after the dimensional reduction







  

Conclusions
Why are CS branes different?:
*Gauge invariance for space-time gauge group or supergroup
*Background independence
*Brane-background democracy
*Quantization of constants and non renormalization
*Already first quantized objects
Open problems and further directions of research:
*Study of classical dynamics, initial value problem, static and non-static solutions, 
stability, etc. 
*Is there a consistency criterium to select the gauge group and space-time 
dimension, for instance anomalies, special algebraic structures (pure spinors, 
division algebras, triple algebras, twistors, etc.)?
*In the line of the previous point, is there a more fundamental algebraic model where 
the differential structure gets dynamical content and the d, l and δ exterior derivatives 
of Mañés, Stora and Zumino are treated in the same footing?
*Explicit solutions, to understand how this models work (as in recent work of 
Edelstein, Miskovic, Zanelli), and possible cosmological solutions, in the line of brane 
worlds, flux compactifications  or Anabalon-Willison-Zanelli dimensional reductions, 
aiming at realistic cosmological models with GR plus dark energy in 4D
*Non trivial topological phases and statistics when one swings around two of this 
objects, a la Wilczek,Wu, Zee and Zhang et al in higher dimensions.
Relationship with Bagger-Lambert-Gustavsson models?
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